Find the corresponding English words in the grid below.

MANIFESTATION - MANIFESTER - VOTER - BOMBARDER - PRISON

COLLER DES AFFICHES - GREVE DE LA FAIM - LIBERER - BANDEROLE

CASSER DES FENETRES - ELEVER DES ENFANTS - DIVORCER - FAIRE LE MENAGE

Find the first 4 letters in common with 2 words to find the code to Enigma 2
Find the English words corresponding to the definitions

Horizontal
. the suffragettes' strategy in prison to be released
. The suffragettes placed them in mail boxes to explode
. the suffragettes had to do that at home all day long
. The suffragettes were holding them during demonstrations

Vertical
1. The name of the Suffragette who died at a horse race
2. The suffragettes wrote and distributed them in the street
3. the place where the suffragettes had to go when they were arrested
4. the suffragettes' action to have the right to vote
5. The suffragettes did it on the walls of the Houses of Parliament
7. The suffragettes fought to be allowed to do it.
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